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WHY

Why do developers need to understand the fundamentals of cryptography?

- Cryptography continues to advance and evolve, as does the energy spent on finding vulnerabilities.

- Old ideas (and old libraries) linger even as the field evolves.

- An understanding and regular evaluation of the best practices in cryptography is similar to working with changes to languages and systems as they evolve.



PRIMARY FUNCTIONS OF 
CRYPTOGRAPHY



CONFIDENTIALITY
Keep things private



INTEGRITY
Tamper-proofing



NON-REPUDIATION
Sender can’t deny



AUTHENTICATION
Verify sender’s identity

Sender is who they say they are.



CONFIDENTIALITY
Keep things private



ENCRYPT & DECRYPT



SECRET KEY
Single Key (Symmetric)

Single key encryption

The same key is used to encrypt and decrypt

Two broad categories: stream ciphers and block ciphers


"In a stream cipher, each plaintext digit is encrypted one at a time with the corresponding digit of the keystream, to give a digit of the ciphertext stream."



PUBLIC KEY
Two-key (Asymmetric)

Two-key encryption, one public, one private.

One key is used to encrypt (public key), the other is used to decrypt (private key).



INTEGRITY
Tamper-proofing



HASH
Zero key

Mostly unique signature




PUBLIC KEY
Two Key (Asymmetric)

Public key is used to sign, private key is used to verify.



NON-REPUDIATION
Sender can’t deny



PUBLIC KEY
Two key (asymmetric)

Private key is used to sign, public key is used to verify.



AUTHENTICATION
Verify sender’s identity



AUTH & VERIFY
Single key (symmetric)



CHALLENGES



ALGORITHM SELECTION

"Cryptography is a constantly changing field. As new discoveries in cryptanalysis are made, older algorithms will be found unsafe. In addition, as computing power 
increases the feasibility of brute force attacks will render other cryptosystems or the use of certain key lengths unsafe." (https://www.owasp.org/index.php/
Guide_to_Cryptography#Algorithm_Selection)



RANDOMIZATION

"The only way to generate secure authentication tokens is to ensure there is no way to predict their sequence. In other words: true random numbers." (https://
www.owasp.org/index.php/Guide_to_Cryptography#Algorithm_Selection)



NONCES

"A nonce is an arbitrary number used only once in a cryptographic communication, in the spirit of a nonce word. They are often random or pseudo-random 
numbers." (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptographic_nonce) Nonces are used to increase the cost required to perform reply attacks. A reply attack "is a form of 
network attack in which a valid data transmission is maliciously or fraudulently repeated or delayed." (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Replay_attack)



BLOCK SIZE

Block size matters for several reasons (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_size_(cryptography)). At smaller sizes, encrypted data is subject to "birthday attacks" based on the birthday paradox: "the birthday paradox tells us that after accumulating a number of blocks 
equal to the square root of the total number possible, there will be an approximately 50% chance of two or more being the same, which would start to leak information about the message contents. Thus even when used with a proper encryption mode (e.g. CBC or 
OFB), only 232 × 8 B = 32 GB of data can be safely sent under one key." (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birthday_attack)


Large blocks pressures implementations to decrypt and process plaintext before authenticating it, which results in other attack vectors:


"The fundamental reason for encrypting and authenticating each packet is

to get rid of forged data as quickly as possible. For comparison, here's

what happens if many packets are concatenated into a large file before

authenticators are verified:


A single forged packet will destroy an entire file. This is massive denial-of-service amplification.


The protocol implementor won't want to buffer arbitrary amounts of data. To avoid this he'll pass along _unverified_ data to the next application layer, followed eventually by some sort of failure notification. This ends up drastically increasing the amount of code that 
has to deal with forged data." (https://groups.google.com/forum/#!original/boring-crypto/BpUmNMXKMYQ/EEwAIeQdjacJ)



KEY MANAGEMENT

"Weaknesses in cryptosystems are largely based upon key management rather than weak keys." - Gary Kessler



KEY SECURITY



KEY ROTATION



REPUDIATION

Repudiation may be required or non-repudiation may be required. Signing is for non-repudiation while authentication may benefit from repudiation.


"Deniable Authentication (aka Message Repudiation): A method whereby participants in an exchange of messages can be assured in the authenticity of the messages but 
in such a way that senders can later plausibly deny their participation to a third-party." (https://www.garykessler.net/library/crypto.html#purpose)



BUILDING BLOCKS

Practical use of cryptography has been improving over the years to hide complexity or produce abstractions that are easier to comprehend for the system integrator.



NACL
https://nacl.cr.yp.to/

"NaCl (pronounced "salt") is a new easy-to-use high-speed software library for network communication, encryption, decryption, signatures, etc. NaCl's goal is to provide 
all of the core operations needed to build higher-level cryptographic tools. ... NaCl advances the state of the art by improving security, by improving usability, and by 
improving speed." (https://nacl.cr.yp.to/)



SODIUM
https://libsodium.org/

"Sodium is a modern, easy-to-use software library for encryption, decryption, signatures, password hashing and more. It is a portable, cross-compilable, installable, 
packageable fork of NaCl, with a compatible API, and an extended API to improve usability even further."


https://libsodium.gitbook.io/doc/



AGE
https://age-encryption.org/

"A simple, modern and secure encryption tool with small explicit keys, no config options, and UNIX-style composability." (https://github.com/FiloSottile/age/)


"This is a design for a simple file encryption CLI tool, Go library, and format. It’s meant to replace the use of gpg for encrypting files, backups, streams, etc. It’s called 
“age”, which might be an acronym for Actually Good Encryption, and it’s pronounced ... with a hard g."



MAGIC WORMHOLE
https://github.com/warner/magic-wormhole

"Get things from one computer to another, safely. This package provides a library and a command-line tool named wormhole, which makes it possible to get arbitrary-
sized files and directories (or short pieces of text) from one computer to another. The two endpoints are identified by using identical "wormhole codes": in general, the 
sending machine generates and displays the code, which must then be typed into the receiving machine." (https://github.com/warner/magic-wormhole)



SIGNAL PROTOCOL
https://signal.org/docs/

"A ratcheting forward secrecy protocol that works in synchronous and asynchronous messaging environments." (https://signal.org/docs/)



STARTING SMALL



SIMPLE EXAMPLES

To exercise the basics of cryptographic libraries.



PC4D-GO
https://github.com/aeden/pc4d-go

GitHub repository demonstrating various ways to use Go's x/crypto library

https://github.com/aeden/pc4d-go


PC4D-RUBY
https://github.com/aeden/pc4d-ruby

GitHub repository demonstrating various ways to use RbNaCl

https://github.com/aeden/pc4d-ruby


NEXT STEPS



WWW.GARYKESSLER.NET/
LIBRARY/CRYPTO.HTML

An Overview of Cryptography by Gary Kessler, free online.



SERIOUS CRYPTOGRAPHY: A 
PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO 

MODERN ENCRYPTION

Available from Amazon



READ IMPLEMENTATIONS
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WE'RE HIRING!
Ruby, Go, Erlang 

https://dnsimple.com/jobs

https://dnsimple.com/jobs

